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BEARD DESIGN IS A SUCCESS ALL AROUND THE WORLD, 6 WOMEN OUT OF 10
PREFER MEN WITH WELL-DEFINED BEARDS
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BEARD DESIGN IS A SUCCESS ALL AROUND THE WORLD, 6 WOMEN OUT OF 10
PREFER MEN WITH WELL-DEFINED BEARDS
It arrives from the States and seems to have conquered the whole world, including Italy.
A well-designed beard is preferred by women because it makes men more reassuring,
whereas it has an aesthetic-functional value for men.
A trend started in Hollywood that nowadays pushes more and more men to well-define
their beards, thanks to the latest generation technologies such as lasers.

No more men with a smooth face or, conversely,
with a stubble beard. Today, 65% of women prefer
bearded men, as long as it is well-defined. If once
the “just got out of bed” look was highly appreciated,
nowadays women prefer well-groomed men, with
particular attention to the face. A trend called “Beard
Design”, because of the precision with which it is shaved,
as if it was ‘drawn’ on men’s face. Born in the States
thanks to the Barber Shops, stores specialized in men
shaving, the trend pushed innovation technologies to
pursue this road, creating innovating tools for the beard
care. Hollywood stars, such as Sean Connery and Chris
Pine or the basketball champion LeBron James, never
renounce taking care of their beards, as some photos
of the major international tabloids show. But why do
women love men with a well-defined beard? 1 woman
out of 2 (46%) thinks that the facial care makes men
more orderly and more reliable (52%). This is why men
spend part of their free time taking care of their faces on
specialized barbers (45%) or in medical centers using
new technologies as lasers (38%) for a final hair facial
removal.

These are the results from a study carried out by Quanta
System Observatory, the Observatory on trends in the
aesthetic world, realized through WOA (Web Opinion
Analysis) methodology involving about 2.500 Italians
aged from 18 to 65 and on a panel of 50 aesthetic
medicine experts, through online monitoring on
the main social networks, blogs, forums, and
communities dedicated to understanding how male
face treatments are important for men and women.
“In recent years, the demand for hair facial
removal increased from 50% to 70% - explains Dr.
Paolo Sbano, medical director at the Dermatology
Department of the University Hospital “Santa Maria alle
Scotte” in Siena and of the “Bel Colle” Hospital in Viterbo
-. The most effective devices are Duetto MT EVO and
Thunder MT, which have two wavelengths, Alexandrite
and Nd:YAG, emitted in Mixed Technology mode, as
they provide the best possible result. These lasers
can remove all unwanted facial hair. Generally, the
facial hair treated are located in the upper part of the
cheekbone, in order to give the beard a marked line
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at the cheek level. The other area of intervention is the
neck line, both front and back to make a demarcation
line, especially in the lower front, to keep it as clean
as possible. Furthermore, this area is often affected by
irritation and folliculitis, because of the collar of the
shirt for those wearing the tie, or when men have a
very sensitive skin. The zygomatic area is treated strictly
for aesthetic reasons, whereas the neck area is often
treated to avoid disturbances and irritations.”
If hipsters and their beards were a trend until a few
years ago, today women prefer less bearded and
well-groomed men. But what are the beard types
preferred by women? 33% of Italian women prefer
a short and well-groomed beard, which balances
the face. A 28% however, love men with a semi-thick
but well-groomed beard, because for example it
allows more rounded faces to stretch and have a more
attractive effect, making faces more beautiful (38%) and
sexy (35 %). According to women, men who take care of
their face give the idea of someone who can take care of
himself and hence of his personal affections (54%),
a methodologist who leaves nothing to chance
(46%) and finally of a person who holds his personal
hygiene (42%). But can the beard, a real seduction
weapon, be carried successfully by all men? 55% of
women say no and for several reasons. First of all, the
type of beard should take into consideration the shape
of the face (42%) and the typology, whether scarce or
dense. Another reason causing people to lose points is
to grow the beard without taking care of it (35%).
For this very reason, in recent years, numerous blogs

and websites have been created to advice men - such
as the The Gentleman – ranging from the outfit to
the small beauty details. But what are the secrets for a
great designed beard? Following the American trend of
Barber Shops, starting from 2013 Barber Shops became
a big hit also in Italy (45%). This new trend has driven
technological innovation to develop new shaving
machines, focusing mainly on laser technology (38%),
which is increasingly used because it can permanently
remove excess hair.
According to experts, why do men go to medical
centers for permanent hair removal and beard
definition? 45% do it for a purely aesthetic matter,
eliminating excessive hair from the cheekbones area.
35% do it to avoid going to the barber every week,
whereas the remaining 20% to avoid irritations on the
front and back of the neck.
Among Hollywood stars there are those who do not
renounce at their beard care: Chris Pine (25%), an
American actor especially known for playing James
T. Kirk’s roles in the ‘Star Trek’ movies, is loved among
women when he wears his well-groomed beard. The
same argument applies to Ryan Reynolds (32%), actor
of the movie ‘ Green Lantern’ and husband of Blake
Lively. Sean Connery (33%), the undisputed symbol of
elderly elegance, also boasts a unique charm, thanks to
the care of his face. Johnny Depp (24%), fascinating
as Captain Jack Sparrow, is charming also in real life. To
conclude the top 5, David Beckham (21%), who never
gives up on the short and well-defined beard.
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MOST LOVED FAMOUS BEARDED MEN:
1) CHRIS PINE (33%)

6) ADAM LEVINE (19%)

2) RYAN REYNOLDS (32%)

7) BRAD PITT (15%)

3) SEAN CONNERY (25%)

8) LEBRON JAMES (12%)

4) JOHNNY DEPP (24%)

9) GEORGE CLOONEY (10%)

5) DAVID BECKHAM (21%)

10) RYAN GOSLING (5%)
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